Ensure your customer addresses are accurate, verified, and safe.

Address changes signify an
extremely important event to your
customers and to you
There are several key issues that should be considered
when your customers move or when you are informed of a
customer address change:
»» Geographic moves are significant life-events that
indicate an opportunity for you to help your customers
with evolving financial services needs
»» Unreported address changes cut off a key
communication channel and create a customer
retention risk
»» Fraudulent address changes have negative
repercussions to you and your legitimate customers
Financial services companies need tools to effectively
manage address changes across several work flows
including fraud prevention, CIP and Red Flag Compliance,
return mail processing, and address update processing.

Knowing the correct mailing address
is important so you can safely send
out credit cards, debit cards, checks,
and privacy notices.

Safe2Change solves problems
across the enterprise
Hundreds of fraud, risk, compliance, and operations leaders
have made the decision to implement Safe2Change from ID
Insight to significantly reduce the costs and risks associated
with managing your customer addresses.
»» Fraud: Detects account takeover attempts stemming
from address changes, before losses can occur, and
assesses risk and confirms USPS-reported addresses,
whether through returned mail or NCOA updates.
»» Compliance: Eliminates ineffective address change
letter notifications or customer signature cards,
greatly reducing your cost of complying with Fact Act
Section 114b.
»» Operations: Minimizes return mail, invalid addresses,
and the inevitable customer attrition resulting from
poor address data hygiene.
In addition to analyzing the mailing address, Safe2Change
uncovers suspicious activity by scrutinizing other identity
profile attributes including phone numbers, email addresses,
and IP addresses.

Safe2Change provides value
to financial institutions in
several ways
Prevents Fraud Losses: With a focus on early
detection through expansive address and
identity data and smart analytics, Safe2Change
helps card issuers detect fraud attempts before
losses occur.

Safe2Change is built to solve address
verification challenges
Safe2Change examines hundreds of profile and identity focused data
attributes seeking out-of-pattern behavior related to neighborhood
demographic and crime dynamics, historic mobility patterns and fraud
activity, and more. Safe2Change includes:

»» Expansive, Actionable Data: Safe2Change
taps into a wide array of data sources including
credit bureau headers, utility directories, phone
verification databases, known fraud data, postal
databases and proprietary recent mover data
to form the most comprehensive database with
identity related attributes.

»» Address Differential Analysis: Our patented
approach to analyzing the “pattern of the
move” allows Safe2Change to uncover fraud not
detected when only considering the new address.

Makes Compliance Easier and Cheaper:
Safe2Change is well established as a riskbased, audit-ready means to comply with the
address change rules contained in FACT Act
Red Flag 114b as well as CIP address verification
requirements.
Reduces Review Expenses: With Safe2Change,
card issuers don’t waste time manually
investigating addresses that are most likely
from legitimate customers. The Safe2Change
score accurately pinpoints the small fraction
of genuinely risky addresses that warrant
investigation.
Reduces Customer Friction: Card issuers are
more responsive to cardholders by verifying
their addresses with Safe2Change. Rather
than putting the burden on the customer to
prove where they live, Safe2Change’s risk score
prompts manual intervention only when it is
truly needed.

»» Predictive Scoring: Safe2Change uses contextaware analytics and predictive scoring to isolate the
majority of fraud in a very small number of cases.

»» Alert Management: Safe2Change users have
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access to an Alert Management System, which
allows investigators to review high-risk alerts,
track cases to resolution, and mine their own
data for suspicious patterns and fraud rings.

For more information about how you can
use Safe2Change to save time, money, and
headaches caused by managing your customer
addresses - contact ID Insight today.

»» Flexible Delivery: Safe2Change can be integrated
into a variety of automated workflows whether
real-time, batch, or through a web-browser.
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